Abstract-This paper presents an efficient method, called xTAN for eXtended Tensorial Analysis of Networks. This method is based on the Krons method and game theory. This method can be used to model the behavior of complex electronic systems from an electromagnetic compatibility point of view. In this article, we have developed the xTAN method for a cyber-physical system (CPS) under electromagnetic environment and finally we present some future applications for system-of-systems (SoS) approach using xTAN method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are commonly used to model various behaviours making links between the graph incidence and relations involved in the system studied [1] . A straight relation is created between the visual geometrical object and its image as a mathematical function (a simple manifold). A combinatorial operation on graph elements becomes equation construction from mathematical functions. A manifold is seen as an abstract projection of a real object into some geometrical space. That was the purpose of the Kron's method with this particularity to work in the mesh space. To develop the xTAN method, we first start from the Kron's one, adding it a first generalization [2] : chords. First objective for chords was to increase the Kron's method capability about far field electromagnetic interactions [3] . Then it shows capabilities to embed various kinds of interactions, even behavioural ones and to conduct theoretical analysis of complex systems [4] . From the Kron's formalism, it was quite natural to look for system modelling. In order to synthesize this, a second generalization was made to link Kron's method with Riemannian spaces [5] and tenfold [6] was created to embed all the information needs for system modelling. Even if this object includes non-linear and domains defined operator, there was a lack for variable topologies. That was the beginning to introduce tenfold, gamma matrices and evolution tree. All the material was available to accept evolution under game theory and markovian processes. After making a rigorous bridge with differential geometry, xTAN method (extended tensorial analysis of networks) was born and allows to model complex situation in electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) [7] . Purpose here is to test the approach for cyber-physical systems (CPS) in electromagnetic environments including its various components in the set of available models today created in xTAN.
II. REMINDERS OF TOPOLOGICAL AND DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS

A. general ideas
The definitions below are well known, but we want to fix ratings. A variety X of dimension n is a topological space that locally looks like an Euclidian space. We mean by that every neighborhood of X can be sent using a homeomorphism ϕ on a neighborhood of R n . ϕ is also called a chart. This notion led to the definition of abstract topological or smooth manifolds by chart, differentiable atlas .... Historically it is not by this meaning that manifolds have been defined. The manifolds (sub manifolds) are introduced as (topological) subsets of an Euclidean space. Moreover, it is in the category of differentiable objects, that most applications can be defined. By the way, it is by trying to adapt the differential calculus by nature local, at global objects it could be defined the notion of smooth sub-manifold of R n . It is this point of view that is adopted here and not the background of the intrinsic geometry. This is also close to the definition given by Poincaré [8] .
B. sub manifolds
We say that a topological space M is a sub-manifold of R n if a neighborhood of M can be sent smoothly to a neighborhood of R m . More precisely, M is a submanifold of dimension m, if there exists a neighborhood U of x in M and a neighborhood V of 0 in R n , a diffeomorphism ϕ sending U on V with: ϕ(U M )= V (R m ×{0}) There are basically two methods to describe sub manifolds. By equations (also called constraints in the language of the engineer that is adopted here) or by parameterization. it is connected to the concepts of immersion and submersion, The interested reader can go back to the classic reference textbooks of differential geometry. Thus simple example is given by the circle, and can be described from t → (cost, sint) (parametrization) or by equation (x 2 + y 2 − 1 = 0). In the following, the differentiable manifolds, will be understood as sub-manifolds of R n defined by equations.
III. FROM CELLULAR COMPLEXES TO MANIFOLDS
The approach consists in making a map between a set of cellular complexes and manifolds, in order to define at least a physical system. We consider a cellular complex C ∞ = n C n made of nodes, edges and meshes. Through these elements, construction can be made making edges in series and grouped in meshes. If we associate to each edge a manifold through a one to one map A, the construction realized inside the cellular topology can be projected as manifold assembling. We write:
In this association, M is a manifold under Poincaré's definition [8] (this is a self sufficient definition), i.e. a system of equations coupled with a system of inequalities. It seems like:
We write the manifold under a different form, specifying the interval of values for each variable:
When we associate an edge to a manifold, it means that an experience (real or theoretical) has been realized on an object, applying a force and measuring a flux. This experience gives a law involving various parameters (temperature, pressure, etc.). Each of these parameters belongs to an interval that's specified its values. If all variables are pointed out as x k , previous map can be written as:
IV. TO GROUP MANIFOLDS WHEN MAKING A SYSTEM
To construct a CPS we need to make a set that group all the necessary material. It will include robots, communication electronics, channels, etc. This real operation made by engineers when they think on the system manufacturing can be represented here under two ways: a first one where edges are listed in a set S E , each edge being one object of the engineers one, and a second one where all corresponding manifolds are grouped also in another set S M . The various manifolds involved in the set making were called "primitive" ones by Kron in his method [9] . So first idea is to have available a collection of edges and their associates systems of equations, all of them representing future involved objects in our CPS. Another solution to take into account EMC consists in acting on generators (whose are particular variables in the manifold equation) only. Some of these primitive manifolds can represent electromagnetic sources included in the environment of the whole modelled CPS. Figure 1 illustrates this first step. Once the primitive objects are grouped, it stills to connect them to construct a system. Two basic mechanisms are available to connect the objects:
1) To attach them with screws, soldering them, etc.; 2) To create a physical exchange of energy between them using electromagnetic interaction. Each technique calls for different mathematical mechanisms. To attach objects by hard links (it means near field ones, whatever the field), we use connectivity as was described by Kron. To make objects in relations through far field energy exchanges, we will use chords.
A. Making edge manifold
At the beginning, our approach needs to know the material properties, i.e. the function that links for each edge, flux x and source e. An experience has to be made applying a source on an object, and measuring the created flux. This for defined conditions of temperature, pressure, etc. Once the measurement is made, it gives the function z = e/x. This gives for one edge the manifold that seems like e − z.x = V , with the associate interval of values. The potential V is the potential difference developed across the edge. But when we replace x = Cu we obtain Ce − CzCu = CV . As CV = 0 because the closed circulation of potential difference is zero, this equation is reduced to z u = e if z = C T zC and e = C T e, in the mesh space.
1) From mesh definition to manifold one:
The operations applied on the edges to create meshes and nodes-pairs change by the fact the manifold definitions linked with the edges. Figure 3 shows the approach through set relations. We want to define the corresponding set S M associated with the new set S m obtained from constructions made with the edges of the set S E .
A mesh is a group of edges. This implies to make the direct summation of the corresponding manifolds. Before to be connected, the edge has no direct intersections. Manifolds 
For example if we consider the graph shown figure 2. To illustrate the case, we define for two edges k = 1, 2 a simple manifold given by:
e k is the source, i k the flux (current for example), z k m the function applied to the flux and V k the potential difference across the edge. If both edges belong to the same mesh, in a first step both equations are directly summed:
This leads to the system e j = z jh i h + V j . With:
Both edge belonging to the same mesh, we can use the connectivity limited to the edge to mesh transformation (without nodes-pair components):
The bilinear transformation C T zC leads to the single function for the mesh z 11 + z 22 and a unique variable of mesh flux J. In this operation, scalar quantities as V , integrated over a closed circulation leads to zero. One variable is suppressed when going to the mesh space from the edge one. The question is to know what become the intervals? As the common final flux is the same for both edges, intervals should be coherent physically with this result. For example for currents, if i 1 ∈ [0, 1] and i 2 ∈ [1, 2], as after transformation i 1 = i 2 , it's impossible to have various intervals for the definition of values for J. Rule when manifolds are added is to use the minimum common interval, going from the higher between the lower, until the lower between the higher. We can write:
This gives the basic definition each time edges are grouped in a mesh to project the mechanism into manifold definitions. This principle can be generalized to any manifold dimension and respect the physical compatibility of various objects when involved to make a system. Figure 2 is associated with the connectivity matrix given in (6) . If the matrix of the edge functions (impedances for electrical circuits) is:
B. Connection of manifolds through shared edges or chords between edges or meshes
When applying the bilinear transformation C T zC, we obtain the new matrix:
The first quadrant relates to the two meshes, giving the functions that link mesh flux and mesh sources (electromotive forces for electrical circuits). We see that after the transformation, cross talk components appear in the matrix, previously perfectly diagonal. Here these cross talks come from shared edges. Between meshes 1 and 2, edge 2 is shared and belongs to both meshes. It means that same operations are applied on manifolds. We have seen the case where various manifolds are involved in the same mesh. For more, some manifolds can be involved in cross talks, their equations begin included in the target equations associated with the meshes. As previously, we can wonder what become the intervals? By the same process, the intervals must be coherent with the values given for same flux in the same equation. But when meshes are constructed, intervals are adjusted to respect the coherence between the fluxes that used the same mesh. A first collection of edges including one particular edge i 0 can lead to a mesh of interval I 1 . If we have a second mesh of interval I 2 defined on a different collection of edges, we can have I 1 = I 2 . If both meshes share i 0 , it's possible that cross talk makes a major part of the first mesh flux to go into the second mesh one. As the flux derivation occurs after the shared edge, the flux is distributed depending on the mesh function but can be too much high for one of the mesh. And the mesh flux being independent, nothing obliges the intervals to be reduced to a common one. Perhaps some flux can be too high in usage, but no relations imply both meshes to have the same flux.
The same reasoning can be conducted for cross-talked meshes through chords [2] . When shared function translate coupling phenomenon, it's possible to have incompatibility between fluxes due to uncontrolled coupling. These operations leads to the resulting manifold called M in figure 2.
V. WORKING WITH MANIFOLDS ASSOCIATED WITH EDGES
From the first construction coming from the "edgemanifolds" we obtain some system of equations. But it includes also interactions that appear from the sharing of edge, i.e. that doesn't exist before the system is constructed (emergence in the systemic meaning). For example we make a system made of two self-inductances. But the construction of these two inductances doesn't give information of their relative location. If they are cross-talked by a shared magnetic field, this interaction must be added in the previous construction. Two cases must be considered:
• to add some function of flux in a manifold definition;
• to add two functions of cross talk in two equations of the manifold. To illustrate the mechanism, we consider two manifold equations given by:
A cross talk will add a source depending on one of the flux y k in the equation f 1 = 0. Identically, a source that depends on one flux x q from f 1 is added to equation f 2 = 0. Finally the system becomes:
This last operation is a completion one, giving the manifold all the properties of the real system under modelling action.
A. Example of chord
Once a manifold is defined through mesh construction, cross talk between its equations can be added, not directly defined in the first construction, including more particularly EMC sources, external to the "primitive systems". For coupling between external structure to a system, emitting fields implied in electromagnetic interactions (EMC), incoherence with induced fluxes can occur by definition as EMC is also by definition interactions with uncontrolled sources. Also here, the method gives indicators to have a deep understanding of the phenomenon involved. Principle is always the same: a function is applied on one flux from a first manifold, and reported as source in another one. For example, a manifold equation 0 = e 1 − z 11 i 1 becomes 0 = e 1 − z 11 i 1 − z 12 k 2 where k 2 belongs to another equation of another manifold. In this other equation, a function of i 1 can be also added: 0 = e 2 − h 22 k 2 − h 21 i 1 . The matrix associated with the cross talk is an operator called a chord. Here it would be:
Such operator can be defined for any kind of interactions between manifold, and can be add after the first operation of construction as defined by (11) . Interactions with the electromagnetic environment is modelled through chords to emitters or directly with sources added as generators into the circuits.
VI. PARTITIONED MANIFOLDS
In real life, one manifold cannot be sufficient to model real objects. Their properties and linked equations always change depending on the environment variables like temperature, pressure, etc. But the same object can be partially in some environment conditions and partially in another. For example when heating a resistance, part of it can be yet quite cold when another part can be hot. This kind of phase change and law change can be modelled using portioned manifolds. We use for that logistic functions:
It's possible to set a suite of these functions to verify
If an edge characterization is made in a environment with two parameters (let says temperature and voltage), a resistance definition could becomes: The interval definition given for the manifold,
, fix the limit of values for the domains D p i . Finally, the equation associated with each product of domain makes a partition of the manifold associated with the edge. But defining each domain gives all the information necessary for the manifold. In the previous case, we could define for example:
The use of domains adds constraints when manifolds are grouped. The easier way is to have common domains for all laws, where in that case all laws are written in the same base of domains.
VII. SECOND GEOMETRIZATION
Once the resulting manifold is created, it is made of various variables (the system is a non holonomic one, some variables being dynamic). We can replace these variables by a configuration space where each variables of the original system is now one of this space: (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , k 1 , k 2 , . . .) → (x  1 , x  2 , . . . , x n ). So that the system of equation of the resulting manifold is now a system of the variables x i and can be seen as a parametrized surface ψ(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ). From this surface, basic vectors can be defined by:
The components of these vectors lead to a jacobian matrix J. First equation seems like:
, and finally, the equation can be written now:
We can multiply both terms of the equation by the transposed matrix of J: Γ βμ , which gives:
But
and T β = Γ βμ e μ the manifold equation becomes:
The source term T β includes sources coming from the environment. It includes EMC interactions with radars, nuclear electromagnetic impulse, lightning, etc. Coupling with the system is translated through various function and may be part of the L βν term. That's the manifold we have to analyse in order to have a theoretical model associated with the system studied. The L βν (x ν ) operator is linked with the inertia of the system while the metric represents in volts the distance there is between the flux and the sources. Computing for various values of the variables x ν and various environments D p u , the points
, we can understand if constraints may make the values to go elsewhere than in the volume previously described. These various considerations are major to analyse theoretically the CPS behaviour in EMC. As CPS can be large systems, it is important to have method in order to analyse their evolution under a general and as large as possible view. For the moment we have described a method to model the "hard and software part" of the CPS. But these systems change due to ageing, damages and human use. It is important to be able to model these evolutions in time. That's the purpose of the tenfold concept.
VIII. TENFOLDS
To model a system, we need three basic mathematical objects:
• topology • metrics • energy sources These definitions can be grouped in a single list we named "tenfold" for "tensors" and multi-layers. For example a simple "RL" circuit made of a resistor R and an inductance L, with its energy source E, can be represented by the tenfold RL = (C, z, E) where C is the connectivity matrix linking both edges in one mesh, z is the impedance matrix and E the source covector. We define:
(23) A tenfold is nothing more than a manifold separated in various parts. When the system evolves, some transformers make changes in its components, i.e. its mathematical objects involved in its tenfold. Let's note this kind of transformert. The application oft onȒL for example must give a new tenfoldN . We have defined for that a little algebra. The application of the transformert = (λ, L, S) to the tenfold m = (C, z, E) gives a new tenfoldN = (Q, g, W ) defined by:N
These operations give all the necessary tools to translate mathematically the evolution of systems described by tenfolds. They are simple operations defined on list, nothing more, just giving simplest writing to write the equations involved in complex systems changing.
IX. EVOLUTION TREE
System states can be memorized in a state vectorȗ. If u 0 is the original state, and if we consider the evolution of the system on two steps, the state vector is given first part of equation (26). Another vectorũ called information vector is used to memorized the probability of the system to be in each state. Its first component is by the fact 1 (second term equation (26). This probabilities comes from bayesian ones associated with each transformation from one state to another. A propagation operator γ made of two matrices, one for the transformation and one as a Markov one takes in charge the evolution of the system and of both state and information vector.ȗ
Applying the propagation operator to the state and information vectors gives all the evolution of the system. Equation (27) shows an example of γ operator and equation (28) 
All the evolution can be followed on a tree, similar to a Kuhn's one as shown below. One evolution, i.e. one sequence γ N . . . γ 0ȗ0 ,γ N . . .γ 0 I can be associated with EMC events or due to (or with) human action. At each step of the tree, performance can be quantified using some observables seen as gains or losses for the players. To represent trajectories of systems we project these gains in a transformation -gain graph where the transformation axes coordinates are the probabilities. In this graph, when all the trajectories leads to the same region, everyone knowing that everyone knows, ..., we can speak of Nash's horizon [10] . The method algorithm may be: to make the graph and the system Kron's equations. Second geometrisation if needed. The possible evolutions should be listed and associated probabilities, taking into account some psychological profile or strategies depending on various observables chosen in the system. Finally the trajectory of the system states is drawn in a gain-transformation curve where coordinates are the probabilities to use each transformation group that gives the best system analysis. We can share the control among a finite Fig. 5 . xTAN algorithm number of local controllers using the theory of large-scale (complex) systems [12] and xTAN method as shown below. In this article we presented a brief explanation of the xTAN method, based on tensorial analysis of networks coupled with game theory [10] . Thanks to this method, we can model complex systems & complex problems in the electromagnetic environment. Moreover, some research has been done thanks to this method [11] . This article has shown that we can develop this method for cyber physical applications. This method will be developed for SoS such as smart grid applications for future research.
